Date: 27.04.2020

FINANCE DIVISION
Circular No. 03/FIN./2020

The Govt. of India has issued instructions not to pay the incremental D.A. to the Govt. of India employees. Instructions in similar lines have not been issued by DPE which might be applicable to PSUs. In view of the possible similar instructions by DPE, you are requested to ensure that the officers and employees who are retiring in April, 2020, are paid D.A. at the old rate i.e. as applicable on 01.01.2020. For other employees, the revised D.A. as on 01.04.2020 may be paid which can be recovered if DPE guidelines are received in future.

You are requested to apply the above while computing the salary for the month of April, 2020.

[Signature]
CGM (Finance)
FCI, Hqrs., New Delhi

वितरण:

1. सभी ईडी (जोन) / जीएम (क्षेत्र), एफसीआई;
2. जीएम (एफ एंड ए) / डीजीएम (एफ एंड ए), जेडओ / आरओ, एफसीआई;
3. सभी क्षेत्रीय प्रबंधक, एफसीआई, डीओ;
4. निदेशक (आईएफएस), गुडगांव;
5. सभी ईडी, एफसीआई, मुंबई, नई दिल्ली;
6. जीएम (एफएपी), एफसीआई, मुंबई, नई दिल्ली;
7. पीएस से सीएमडी;
8. एजीएम (बिल), एफसीआई, मुंबई, नई दिल्ली;